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wStrietz Proceedings of the Lattice Theory Conference, Ulm, 1975, pp. 257]259;
Ž . x wStudia Sci. Math. Hungar. 12 1977 , 1]17 and Zadori Colloq. Math. Soc. JanosÂ Â
Bolyai 43, ``Lectures in Universal Algebra, Proceedings of the Conference, Szeged,
x1983,'' North-Holland, AmsterdamrNew York, 1986, pp. 573]586 have shown that
Ž . < <Equ A , the lattice of all equivalences of a finite set A with A G 7, has a
four-element generating set such that exactly two of the generators are compara-
Ž .ble. In other words, these lattices are 1 q 1 q 2 -generated. We extend this result
for many infinite sets A; even for all sets if there are no inaccessible cardinals.
Namely, we prove that if A is a set consisting of at least seven elements and there
< < Ž . Ž .is no inaccessible cardinal F A , then the complete lattice Equ A is 1 q 1 q 2 -
Ž .generated. This result is sharp in the sense that Equ A has neither a three-ele-
ment generating set nor a four-element generating set with more than one pair of
comparable generators. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: lattice; equivalence; equivalence lattice; generating set; inaccessible
cardinal.
I. THE MAIN RESULT
Ž . Ž .Given a set A, let Equ A denote the complete lattice of all equiva-
Ž .lences of A. If A is finite, then Equ A can be generated by four
< < w xelements, but three elements are insufficient for A G 4, cf. Strietz 6, 7
w x w x Ž . Ž .and Zadori 10 . Zadori 10 has also shown that Equ A is 1 q 1 q 2 -Â Â
< < Ž w x < < .generated if A G 7 cf. also Strietz 7 for A G 10 ; i.e., we can assume
that exactly two of the four generators are comparable.
Ž .Our aim is to extend the above result on 1 q 1 q 2 -generation for
Ž .some infinite sets A. We consider Equ A as a complete lattice, for
Ž .* This research was partially supported by the NFSR of Hungary OTKA , Grant T17005,
and also by the Hungarian Ministry of Education, Grant MKM KF 402r96.
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Ž .otherwise it would not be finitely generated. A subset Q of Equ A is said
Ž . Ž .to generate Equ A if no proper complete sublattice of Equ A includes
Q.
w xThe investigations of this and similar kind started with 1 , where the
``border'' between finite and countable sets was relatively easy to step over.
Ž .The lattice Equ A was shown to be four-generated for ``large'' sets A in
w x Ž .2 , and it was shown to be 1 q 1 q 2 -generated for countable sets A in
w x3 ; the techniques of these papers are intensively used. Without Takach'sÂ
w xidea of defining boxes by means of semiboxes, cf. 8 , the present proof
would be at least twice as long.
As usual, / denotes the smallest infinite cardinal. A cardinal m is0
Ž .called inaccessible if it satisfies the following three conditions: i m ) / ;0
Ž . n Ž .ii n - m implies 2 - m; and iii if I is a set of cardinals such that
< <  4I - m and n - m for all n g I, then sup n : n g I - m. Note that
 4 Ž .sup n: n g I in iii can be replaced by Ý n. For details on inaccessibleng I
wcardinals the reader can resort to standard textbooks, e.g., to Levy 5, pp.
x w x Ž w x.138]141 . By Kuratowski's result 4 cf. also 5 , ZFC has a model without
inaccessible cardinals. Hence the existence of inaccessible cardinals cannot
be proved from ZFC, and the scope of the following theorem includes all
sets in an appropriate model of set theory.
THEOREM 1. Let A be a set with at least se¤en elements, and suppose that
< <there is no inaccessible cardinal m such that m F A . Then the complete
Ž .lattice Equ A of all equi¤alences of A has a four-element generating set of
Ž .order type 1 q 1 q 2. Moreo¤er, Equ A can be generated by a subset
 4 Ž .  4  4a , b , g , d : Equ A such that a , b , g and d , b , g are antichains,
d - a , and a does not co¤er d .
< <COROLLARY 2. If A G 7 and there is no inaccessible cardinal m such
< < Ž .that m F A then Equ A can be generated by a four-element antichain.
< <It is worth mentioning that, for A ) 3, every at most four-element
Ž .generating set of Equ A is either a four-element antichain or a four-ele-
ment subset of type 1 q 1 q 2. For finite sets A this was proved by Strietz
w x7 . Parsing Strietz's argument, it is easy to observe that it works for all sets
Ž Ž .A. For example, Equ A is simple for any set A, and Wille's D -lemma in2
w x .9 remains valid for generating sets of complete lattices.
While Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 1 and from the fact that
Ž .Equ A is relatively complemented, the rest of the paper is devoted to the
proof of the theorem.
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II. SEMIBOXES AND THEIR EXTENSIONS
w xBy Zadori 10 , it is sufficient to prove the result only for infinite sets. SoÂ
Ževen if we start the proof at some finite sets, we do not have to deal and
. < <will not deal with all finite sets. Basically, the proof is an induction on A .
However, the mere assumption of the statement for a given cardinal is far
from being a suitable induction hypothesis. Therefore we have to build a
structure on A and study these structures to the necessary extent. Before
developing the necessary terminology, we give an example.
 4 ŽLet L s a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b . For p, q g L or p, q in any0 1 29 0 1 28
. ² :set , let p, q denote the smallest equivalence collapsing p and q. Note
² : ² : Ž . ² :that p, q s q, p is an atom in Equ L if p / q, and p, p s 0 g
Ž . Ž .Equ L . If x g L and Q g Equ L , then the Q-class containing x will be
w x Ž .denoted by x Q. Denoting the lattice operations by Ý or q join and Ł
Ž .or ? meet , we let
28 27 28
² : ² : ² :a s a , a q b , b , b s a , b ,Ý Ý Ýi iq1 i iq1 i i
is0 is0 is0
28
² : ² : ² :g s b , a , d s a , a q b , b .Ý i iq1 0 29 0 28
is0
These equivalences are represented by horizontal, vertical, and oblique
Ž .lines, and dotted arcs in Fig. 1 and in the rest of the figures, respectively.
 4 Ž .Zadori has shown that a , b , g , d generates Equ L ; this also followsÂ
from our proof. The elements u s a and ¤ s b will be treated as0 0
constants. For i s 0, . . . , 4, the 10-tuple
sŽ i. s a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , bŽ .5 iq2 5 iq3 5 iq6 5 iq2 5 iq3 5 iq6
FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
 Ž i. 4is called a switch. Let E s s : 0 F i F 4 denote the set of switches.
Ž .From now on L is considered as the structure L s L, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d .
This structure is outlined in Fig. 2, where the switches are represented by
shaded rectangles.
L is just a particular case of a more general structure, which we
introduce under the name ``semibox.''
DEFINITION 3. By a semibox we mean a structure
A s A , u , ¤ , E, a , b , g , dŽ .
Ž .provided A is a set, u, ¤ g A are distinct constants, a , b , g , d g Equ A ,
Ž  4.10E : A_ u, ¤ , each s g E has 10 distinct components, and for any two
distinct s, f g E the set of components of s is disjoint from the set of
components of f.
Ž .For a semibox A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d the elements of E are called
switches. For s g E we use the notation
S s a s , b s , c s , d s , e s , aX s , bX s , cX s , dX s , eX s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž X X X X X.or shortly s s a, b, c, d, e, a , b , c , d , e . Although the notion of semi-
boxes does not require any connection between switches and a , b , g , d ,
the switch depicted in Fig. 3, which has already occurred in L, is typical.
The idea behind the notion of a semibox is that, under suitable additional
 4 Ž . Žconditions, a , b , g , d generates Equ A . Let A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b ,i i i i i i i
FIGURE 3
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.g , d be semiboxes for i s 1, 2. A bijective map w : A “ A is called ani i 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .isomorphism if w u s u , w ¤ s ¤ , w a s w x , w y : x, y g1 2 1 2 1
4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .a s a , w b s b , w g s g , w d s d , and w E s w x ,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
Ž .. Ž . 4. . . , w x : x , . . . , x g E s E .10 1 10 1 2
Since we want to create large semiboxes from smaller ones, we intro-
duce a concept that expresses how the small semiboxes can be put
together. First we give a rigourous definition, then an intuitive one, and
finally an example; the reader may want to read them simultaneously.
Ž .DEFINITION 4. Suppose A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d and B s0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž .B, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d are semiboxes and G is a partition on the set B. Let
Ž .A i g I denote the classes of this partition. We assume that 0 g I, soi
 4the support of the semibox A is one of the classes. For i g I _ 0 , let w :0 i
Ž . Ž .A “ A be a bijection, and define u s w u and ¤ s w ¤ . For s g E0 i i i 0 i i 0 0
let
s s w s s w a s , w b s , . . . , w dX s , w eX s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i i i
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .define E s w E s s : s g E , and let a s w a , b s w b , g si i 0 i 0 i i 0 i i 0 i
Ž . Ž .w g , and d s w d . Let w denote the identity automorphism of A .i 0 i i 0 0 0
Ž .Then A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d is a semibox isomorphic to A .i i i i i i i i i 0
Let us assume that
E : E ,D i
igI
and, further, there exist F, G : E = I and H : E = I = I such that0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .4s, i g F j G implies s, i, j , s, j, i l H s B for all j g I, F l G s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B, s, i, j g H implies i / j, E = I l F j G s B, E = I = I l H
s B, and
a s a ,D i
igI
b s b q b s , b s ,² :Ž . Ž .D Ýi i j
igI Ž .s , i , j gH
g s g q d s , d s ,² :Ž . Ž .D Ýi i j
igI Ž .s , i , j gH
² : ² X X :d s d q b s , d s q b s , d s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D Ý Ýi i i i i
igI Ž . Ž .s , i gF s , i gG
Further, let us assume that u s u , ¤ s ¤ . Then B is called an extension0 0
< Ž .of A , in notation B A . The A i g I are sometimes called the0 0 i
Ž  4.canonical copies of A in the extension. Let F s G, w : i g I ; it is0 i
called the way of the extension. Sometimes, when F is relevant, we say that
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B is an extension of A by F, in notation B ‹ A . For EX : E , D EX s0 F 0 0 0 ig I i
 X 4 X Ž .s : i g I, s g E is called the extension of E to B by F . If thei 0 0
X Ž . <extension of E : E is included in E, then the semibox extension B A0 0 0
is called EX -preser¤ing. By the degree of the semibox extension B ‹ A we0 F 0
< < w x Žmean I ; the degree is denoted by B : A . We use this notation only0
when the meaning of F}at least implicitly}is already given. Note that
< < w x < < .B s B : A ? A .0 0
It is reasonable to describe less formally what a semibox extension
means.
² Ž . Ž .: ² XŽ .DEFINITION 5. Given a switch s, the atoms b s , d s and b s ,
XŽ .:d s are called the upper atom and the lower atom associated with s,
respectively. These atoms will be used to enlarge d . On figures we use
small arcs attached to shaded rectangles to indicate that the upper or
lower atom of a switch is used this way, cf. Fig. 4. Now, we obtain an
extension B of the semibox A as follows.0
v We take disjoint copies of A . These copies are denoted by A0 i
Ž .i g I , B is defined to be their union, and, at the beginning, a , b , g , and
Ž .d are defined as the union of the a , b , g , and d i g I , respectively.i i i i
We assume that 0 g I, and we define u s u , ¤ s ¤ .0 0
v ŽWe use some switches to make a distinction among these originally
. Žisomorphic copies such that either the upper or the lower atom but not
.both associated with a given ``distinguishing'' switch is joined to d . The
switches we use here cannot be used in what follows.
v We use pairs of switches to connect distinct copies of A . Ifi
Ž . Ž .s s w s g E and s s w s g E are canonical copies of the samei i i j j j
switch s g E and i / j, then we may connect these two switches by0
² Ž . Ž .: ² Ž . Ž .:joining the atom b s , b s to b and joining the atom d s , d s toi j i j
g .
v E is a subset of D E , but E cannot contain switches that weig I i
previously used to differentiate or connect.
FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
The connection of two switches is depicted in Fig. 5. Notice that, instead
² Ž . Ž .: ² XŽ . Ž .:of d s , d s , Figs. 5 and 6 indicate the atom c s , d s . Joining thisi j i j
² Ž . Ž .:atom to g gives the same as joining d s , d s . The advantages to drawi j
² XŽ . Ž .:the edge representing c s , d s is that it is oblique, as all g-edges havei j
to be, and it makes the figure less crowded.
Now we present an example. If A s L is the semibox defined by Figs. 10
 4 Ž Ž0. . 4and 2, I s 0 s U s B, U , U , U , H s s , U , U : 0 F i F 2 , E s0 1 2 3 i iq1
 Ž3. 4  Ž4. 4s : i g I j s : i g I , and F and G are appropriately chosen, then ani i
extension B of A is depicted in Fig. 6. Notice that A : B but E › E.0 0 0
FIGURE 6
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Now we formulate some kind of transitivity for extensions. Let B s0
Ž . Ž B , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d be an extension of A by F s G, w : i g0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i
4. Ž .I . Further, let C s C, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d be an extension of B by0
Ž  4.  4C s D, c : j g J . I.e., D s B : j g J is a partition of C, c : B “ Bj j j 0 j
Ž . Ž .is a bijection j g J , c is the identical map of B , u [ c u , ¤ [0 0 j j 0 j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..c ¤ , a [ c a , etc. For i g I and j g J, let A s c w A sj 0 j j 0 j, i j i 0
Ž .Ž . ŽŽ .c (w A , and define D s c (w , cf. Fig. 7. Then the A j, i g Jj i 0 j, i j i j, i
. Ž .=I form a partition of C, which we denote by D(G. Let us identify 0, 0
Ž  Ž . 4.with 0. Then we obtain C(F [ D(G, D : j, i g J = I , which wej, i
call the composition of C and F. With the above notations we have
FIGURE 7
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< <CLAIM 6. Suppose A , B , and C are semiboxes, B A and C B . Then0 0 0 0 0
Ž .i if B ‹ A and C ‹ B , then C ‹ A ;0 F 0 C 0 C ( F 0
Ž . w x w x w xii C : A s C : B ? B : A ;0 0 0 0
Ž . X Xiii if E : E , B ‹ A is an E -preser¤ing extension, the extension of0 0 0 F 0 0
X X XE to B is denoted by E , and C ‹ B is an E -preser¤ing extension, then0 0 0 C 0 0
C ‹ A is an EX -preser¤ing extension.C ( F 0 0
<We do not know if C(F is the only way of extension C A , but0
permitting other ways would cause trouble in what follows.
Ž .Proof. It suffices to show i ; the rest will follow as an evident conse-
Ž .quence. Fortunately, i is more or less clear even without heavy formal-
Ž .ism. Indeed, C is the disjoint union of A , j, i g J = I, and a sj, i
D a . The distinguishing and connecting switches that we used toŽ j, i.g J=I j, i
obtain B do not belong to E , whence no switch is used twice. Thisj j
ensures that C is obtained from A according to Definition 5.0
DEFINITION 7. Extensions of the semibox L given by Figs. 1 and 2 are
called boxes.
For example, L, being a trivial extension of itself, is a box. Every box is a
semibox, but not conversely. It is clear from Claim 6 that if A is a box then
all semibox extensions of A are boxes. When dealing with boxes, the
geometrical arrangement of their elements, as suggested by Figs. 1 and 2,
Ž  4.will be useful. Suppose A is a box, say A ‹ L, where F s G, w : i g I .F i
Ž . Ž .The canonical copies w L of L i g I will be called the ladders of A.i
Ž . Ž 4.Each ladder w L consists of two rows; w a , . . . , a is the upper row,i i 0 29
Ž 4.  Ž . 4while w b , . . . , b is the lower row. For 0 F k F 28, w a : i g I ji 0 28 i k
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4w b : i g I is called the k th column, and w a : i g I is the 29thi k i 29
Ž .column. We write col x s k if x g A belongs to the k th column. Given a
Ž .fixed switch s of L, the a-column of s or, to be more precise, the
Ž .  Ž Ž .. 4  Ž XŽ .. 4a s -column is defined to be w a s : i g I j w a s : i g I ; thei i
meaning of b-columns, . . . , e-columns are analogous. An equivalence Q g
Ž .Equ A is said to be ladder preser¤ing, row preser¤ing, row changing,
column preser¤ing, column changing, column k-changing, and column 1-pre-
Ž .ser¤ing if for all x, y g Q with x / y the elements x and y belong to the
same ladder, they belong to the same row, they belong to distinct rows,
< Ž .they belong to the same column, they belong to distinct columns, col x y
Ž . < < Ž . Ž . <col y s k, and col x y col y F 1, respectively. For X : A, X is said
w xto be closed with respect to Q if x Q : X holds for every x g X. For
example, in case of L, g is row changing and column 1-changing, while a
is row preserving; i.e., both rows are closed with respect to a . Many
geometric properties of L are inherited by all boxes.
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Ž .LEMMA 8. Let A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d be a box.
Ž .1 a and d are row preser¤ing and column changing, b is column
preser¤ing, g is column 1-preser¤ing, and b and g are row changing.
Ž .  4  42 ab s ag s bg s 0, d - a , a , b , g and d , b , g are antichains,
and a does not co¤er d .
Ž . w x Ž . <w x <3 If x g A and x b is a singleton, then col x s 29. If x b ) 2
w x Ž .or x b is not included in a ladder then there is an s in L with col x s
Ž Ž ..col b s and s f E.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Parts 1 and 3 follow from definitions. Part 2 is a straightfor-
Ž . Ž .ward consequence of 1 , 3 , and the definitions.
Now let B ‹ A , and let us use the notations of Definition 4. ForF 0
p, q g A we introduce the notation0
² :Ž A0 , B . ² :Ž A0 , B , F . ² :p , q s p , q s w p , w q g Equ B .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
igI
² Ž . . .:Ž A0 , B, F . ² :Ž A0 , B, F .For i g I, we also use the notations w p , w q [ p, qi i
² Ž . Ž .:Ž A0 , B . ² :Ž A0 , B .and w p , w q [ p, q . I.e., for x, y g A we definei i i
² :Ž A0 , B, F .x, y as
² :Ž A0 , B , F . ² y1 y1 :Ž A0 , B , F .x , y s w x , w y .Ž . Ž .i i
Usually we drop F from these notations but we must be careful: always a
fixed F should be understood when it is not indicated.
DEFINITION 9. A box A is called a good box if, for every extension
Ž .B s B, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d of A, say B ‹ A, and every complete sublatticeF
Ž .  4 ² :Ž A, B, F .Q of Equ B with a , b , g , d : Q, p, q g Q for all p, q g A.
² :Ž A, A. ² :Notice that A is an extension of itself, and p, q s p, q in this
Ž . ² : Ž .case. Since Equ A is clearly generated by its atoms p, q p / q , we
Ž . Ž .conclude that Equ A is 1 q 1 q 2 -generated, provided A is a good box.
This is why we want to find good boxes of any cardinality below the first
Žinaccessible cardinal. To accomplish this task, first we show that L given
.in Figs. 1 and 2 is a good box, then we give two methods to obtain larger
good boxes from given good boxes, and finally we show that we can reach
Ž .all infinite cardinals m such that no inaccessible cardinal is F m this
way.
CLAIM 10. L, the box defined in Figs. 1 and 2, is a good box.
Ž .Proof. Let L be denoted by A s A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and let us consider an extension B of A; the notations from Definition 4
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Ž .are in effect. Let Q be a complete sublattice of Equ B such that
 4a , b , g , d : Q. The key step is to show
² :ŽL , B . ² :Ž A , B .u , ¤ s a , b s b g q d . 1Ž . Ž .0 0
The : inclusion hardly needs any proof. To show the converse inclusion,
Ž . Ž .suppose x, y g b g q d and x / y. Let x g A and y g A . Since b isi j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .column preserving, col x s col y . By Lemma 8 3 , col x F 28. If col x
Ž . Ž .  4  Ž . Ž .4s col y s 0 then Lemma 8 3 applies again, and x, y s w a , w bi 0 i 0
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž . ² :ŽL, B .s w u , w ¤ yields x, y g u, ¤ .i i
Ž . Ž .  4 w Ž .xŽ .If col x s col y s 28 and k g i, j then we have w a g q d sk 28
 Ž . Ž .4 w Ž .xŽ .  Ž . Ž . Ž .4w a , w b and w b g q d s w b , w a , u , ¤ , w a .k 28 k 27 k 28 k 28 k 29 k k k 1
w xŽ . w xŽ .Hence x g q d l y g q d s B, which is a contradiction.
A similar contradiction can easily been achieved from the assumption
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .col x s 1 or col x s 27. Hence 2 F col x s col y F 26 can be as-
sumed. Therefore x and y belong to the a-column or b-column or ??? or
e-column of some switch s of L. If s or s belongs to E, the set ofi j
switches of B; i.e., if at least one of s and s was not used to build B fromi j
Ž . Ž .L, then we easily obtain a contradiction like in case col x s col y s 28.
Hence we assume that both s and s were used to build B from L.i j
Suppose at least one of these switches, say s , was used to enlarge di
Ž .during the construction of B. Since s was used only once, the g q d -classi
of every component of s is included in the ith ladder A . If the loweri i
² XŽ . XŽ .: Ž .atom, b s , d s of s was joined to d then the g q d -classesi i i
 XŽ . Ž . XŽ . Ž .4  XŽ . Ž .4  XŽ . Ž .4b s , c s , d s , e s , a s , b s , c s , d s , and the two-elementi i i i i i i i
w Ž .xŽ . w XŽ .xŽ . Ž .classes a s g q d and e s g q d cover the set of components ofi i
s but none of them has two distinct component from the same column,i
Ž . Ž .which contradicts col x s col y . The case of the upper atom is similar.
Suppose now that the switches s and s were connected during thei j
construction of B from L. Of course, i / j and these switches have never
Ž .been used to enlarge d . From Lemma 8 3 we conclude that x and y
w Ž .xŽ .belong to the b-column. But this is impossible, for b s g q d si
 Ž . XŽ .4 w XŽ .xŽ .  XŽ . Ž .4 Ž .b s , a s and b s g q d s b s , c s . We have proved 1 , andi i i i i
² :ŽL, B .therefore u, ¤ g Q.
² :ŽL, B .Now let Q s u, ¤ q a . Clearly, Q is ladder preserving and Q
Ž .collapses each A i g I . Leti
b X s bQ , g X s g Q , d X s d Q ;
they belong to Q. Let
² :ŽL , B . ² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž A , B .g s u , ¤ s a , b and H s b , a .0 0 0 0 28 29
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Using the fact that b X, g X, and d X are ladder preserving, it is easy to list the
Ž X X. Ž . Ž . Žb q d -classes of any ladder A s w L i g I . There is a five-ele-i i
ment class; the number of four-element classes is the number of switches
of A that were used as distinguishing switches; all other classes consist ofi
. XŽ X X.two elements. Armed with this list we obtain H [ g b q d , so g0 0
w xand H belong to Q. Now, similarly to Zadiori 10 , we can define someÂ0
further members of Q inductively,
h s g q g X a q g g X i s 0, 1, . . . , 28 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 i i
g s h q b X a q h b X i s 0, 1, . . . , 27 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 iq1 iq1
G s H q b X a q H b X i s 0, 1, . . . , 28 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 i i
and
H s G q g X a q G g X i s 0, 1, . . . , 27 .Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 iq1 iq1
Ž . X XSince all the A j g J are closed with respect to a , b , g , g , and H ,j 0 0
they are also closed with respect to g , h , G , and H . Now an easyi i i i
induction shows that
j
Ž A , B .² :g s a , b j s 0, 1, . . . , 28 ,Ž .Ýj i i
is0
j
Ž A , B .² :h s b , a j s 1, 2, . . . , 29 ,Ž .Ýj iy1 i
is1
j
Ž A , B .² :H s a , b j s 0, 1, . . . , 28 ,Ž .Ýj 29yi 28yi
is0
and
j
Ž A , B .² :G s a , b j s 1, 2, . . . , 29 .Ž .Ýj 29yi 29yi
is1
ŽNote that, for B s A s L, these formulas with notational changes occur
w x .in Zadori 10, p. 582 . Therefore the following elements,Â
² :Ž A , B .a , b s g ? G j s 0, 1, . . . , 28 ,Ž .j j j 29yj
² :Ž A , B .b , a s h ? H j s 1, 2, . . . , 29 ,Ž .jy1 j j 29yj
² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž A , B .a , a s a , b q b , a až /jy1 j jy1 jy1 jy1 j
j s 1, 2, . . . , 29 ,Ž .
² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž A , B .b , b s b , a q a , b a j s 1, 2, . . . , 28 ,Ž .ž /jy1 j jy1 j j j
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all belong to Q. Now let p, q g A s A s L be distinct elements. Then0
there is a circle p s z , z , . . . , z s q, z , . . . , z , z s p in the0 1 i iq1 iqjy1 iqj
< 4 <graph depicted in Fig. 1 such that z , z , . . . , z s i q j. Since the0 1 iqjy1
² :Ž A, B .z , z already belong to Q,ly1 l
iqji
Ž A , B . Ž A , B . Ž A , B .² : ² : ² :p , q s z , z ? z , z g Q.Ý Ýly1 l ly1 lž / ž /
ls1 lsiq1
This proves Claim 10.
III. SUCCESSORS AND LIMITS OF BOXES
Given a cardinal m, the smallest cardinal that is greater than m is
q Ž . Ž .denoted by m . For a finite set X, let R X s P X , the set of all subsets
Ž . Ž .of X. When X is infinite, R X always denotes a fixed subset of P X
Ž . < Ž . < < <qsuch that B g R X and, unless explicitly otherwise stated, R X s X .
qŽ . Ž .  4R X will always stand for R X _ B .
Ž .DEFINITION 11. Suppose A s A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d is a0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4box. Choose r g E , D : E , and F : E such that E s r j D j F0 0 0 0
 4and, further, the sets r , D, and F are pairwise disjoint. For each
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U g R D we take an isomorphic copy A U s A U , u U , ¤ U , E U ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..a U , b U , g U , d U of A such that these copies are pairwise disjoint,
Ž . Ž .and A B coincides with A s A . Let w : A “ A U be a fixed isomor-0 U
qŽ . Ž .phism for U g R D ; w s w stands for the identity map on A s A B .B 0
Let
B s A U , a s a U ,Ž . Ž .D D
Ž . Ž .UgR D UgR D
² :b s b U q b r B , b r U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D Ý
qŽ . Ž .UgR D UgR D
² :g s g U q d r B , d r U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D Ý
qŽ . Ž .UgR D UgR D
² :d s d U q b s U , d s UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .D Ý Ýž
Ž . Ž . sgUUgR D UgR D
² X X :q b s U , d s U .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý /
sgD _U
Ž . Ž . Ž .Define E s D w F , u s u s u B , and ¤ s ¤ s ¤ B . ThisU g RŽD . U 0 0
Ž .way we obtain B s B, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d , which we call a successor of A.
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 Ž1. Ž2.4For example, if A s L, the box defined by Figs. 1 and 2, D s s , s ,
 Ž3. Ž4.4 Ž0.F s s , s , and r s s , then the corresponding successor of A is
 Ž1.4  Ž2.4  Ž1. Ž2.4depicted in Fig. 6, where U s s , U s s , and U s s , s .1 2 3
Clearly, the successor of a box A is a semibox that extends A. Hence
the successor of a box is a box by the remark after Definition 7. Therefore
the following statement is obvious.
CLAIM 12. Let B be a successor of a box A. Then B is a box. Moreo¤er,
Ž  Ž .4.B ‹ A for the ``canonical'' F s G, w : U g R D , where the classes of GF U
Ž . Ž .are the A U , U g R D .
CLAIM 13. Let B be a successor of A. If A is a good box, then so is B.
Proof. Let A s A and use the notations of Definition 11. We know0
that B ‹ A with the canonical F. Let us consider an extension C sF
Ž .C, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d of B, say C ‹ B. Then C is an extension of AC 0
by C(F, cf. Claim 6. So we can use the following self-explaining nota-
Ž  4. Ž . Ž . Ž .tions: B s B, C s D, c : j g J , B [ c B , E s c E , A j, U [0 j j j j j
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Žc A U for U g R D , and A 0, U s A U . Then B [ D A j,j j U g RŽD .
. Ž .U and C s D A j, U ; both of these unions areŽ j, U .g J=R Ž D .
Ž .disjoint ones. Similar notations with obvious meaning will be used for
Ž .s g E , u, a , etc. The smallest complete sublattice of Equ C that contains0
a , b , g , and d will be denoted by Q.
Ž . Ž .First we deal with the case p s u 0, U g B s B and q s ¤ 0, U g B.0
Then we assert
Ž .A , CŽB , C . Ž A , C .² : ² : ² :p , q s p , q ? p , b s 0, UŽ .Ž .Ł ž
sgU
Ž .A , C² :qd q d s 0, U , qŽ .Ž . /
Ž .A , CX² :? p , b s 0, UŽ .Ž .Ł ž
sgD _U
Ž .A , CX² :qd q d s 0, U , q . 2Ž . Ž .Ž . /
Ž . ² :ŽB, C .Before proving 2 let us point out that it easily implies p, q g Q.
Indeed, this follows from Claim 6 and the goodness of A. Similarly, all the
subsequent equations will automatically imply that their left-hand sides
belong to Q; we will rely on this fact implicitly.
Ž .The ``: '' inclusion in 2 is an obvious consequence of the definitions.
Ž .To show the reverse inclusion, let us assume that x, y belongs to the
Ž . Ž . ² :Ž A, C .right-hand side of 2 , x, y g C and x / y. From x, y g p, q we
Ž .infer that x and y are in the same copy of A; say they are in A j, V : B .j
Ž . ² :Ž A, C . ² Ž . Ž .:Ž A, C .It also follows from x, y g p, q s u j, V , ¤ j, V that
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 4  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .x, y s u j, V , ¤ j, V . Hence, for any s g U, 2 yields
Ž .A , C² :u j, V , ¤ j, V g u j, V , b s j, VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .A , C² :q d q d s j, V , ¤ j, V . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since s j, V is not a switch of B ( B , s j, V was not used to constructj
Ž . ŽC from the B k g J . Therefore the restriction of d to the set ofk
. Ž .components of s j, V coincides with the restriction of d . Now, combiningj
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 with the fact that the d classes of u j, V and ¤ j, V are singletons, we
Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ...obtain b s j, V , d s j, V g d . Hence b s j, V , d s j, V belongs to
d , and we infer s g V. This shows U : V. We obtain D_U : D_Vj
analogously. Thus U s V, and we conclude
Ž . Ž .B , C B , C² : ² :x , y g u j, V , ¤ j, V s u j, U , ¤ j, UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .B , C B , C² :² :s u 0, U , ¤ 0, U s p , q .Ž . Ž .
Ž .This proves 2 .
Ž . < Ž . Ž .4 <If p, q g A 0, U : B s B such that p, q, u 0, U , ¤ 0, U s 4, then0
we easily obtain
Ž . Ž .A , C B , CŽB , C . Ž A , C .² : ² : ² : ² :p , q s p , q ? p , u 0, U q u 0, U , ¤ 0, UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž
Ž .A , C² :q ¤ 0, U , q .Ž . .
Ž .Now let p, q g A 0, U : B be arbitrary distinct elements. Since0
< Ž . < < < Ž .  Ž .A 0, U G L s 59, we can choose distinct p , q g A 0, U _ u 0, U ,1 1
Ž . 4 Ž .¤ 0, U , p, q . The previous formula applies for p , q , and we obtain1 1
² :ŽB , C . ² :Ž A , C . ² :Ž A , C . ² :ŽB , C . ² :Ž A , C .p , q s p , q ? p , p q p , q q q , q .Ž .1 1 1 1
4Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž .The next step to deal with the case p s b r 0, B g A 0, B and q s
Ž Ž .. Ž . qŽ . Žb r 0, U g A 0, U for U g R D . Remember, r was the switch con-
.necting the copies of A when we constructed B. We assert that
Ž . Ž .B , C B , C² : ² :b r 0, B , b r 0, U s b ? b r 0, B , d r 0, BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž
Ž .B , C² :qg q d r 0, U , b r 0, U .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . /
5Ž .
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Ž .The : part is evident. Suppose now that x / y g C, and x, y belongs to
Ž .the right-hand side of 5 . Since b is column preserving by Lemma 8,
Ž . Ž .col x s col y . Let, say, x g B . Then there is a shortest sequence z s x,j 0
Ž .z , . . . , z , z s y such that every z , z belongs to1 ty1 t iy1 i
Ž . Ž .B , C B , C² : ² :b r 0, B , d r 0, B j g j d r 0, U , b r 0, UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .B , C² :s b r j, B , d r j, BŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .B , C² :j g j d r j, U , b r j, U .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . . XŽ Ž ..Let a r j, V , q denote the element in the row of a r j, V such that
Ž Ž Ž . .. Ž Ž Ž ... XŽ Ž . .col a r j, V , q s col a r j, V y 1. Similarly, e r j, V , p denotes
Ž Ž .. Ž XŽ . ..the element in the row of e r j, V such that col e j, V , p s
Ž XŽ Ž ...col e r j, V q 1. The set
H s a r j, V , . . . , e r j, V , aX r j, V , . . . , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Dj
Ž .VgR D
eX r j, V , a r j, V , q , eX r j, V , p 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
² Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..:ŽB, C . ² Ž Žis clearly closed with respect to b r j, B , d r j, B and d r j,
ŽB, C ... Ž Ž ..: Ž .U , b r j, U . It is also closed with respect to g s c g and g , forj j
Ž . Ž .B was obtained from the A j, V , V g R D , by connecting the switchesj
Ž . Ž .r j, V , V g R D . Hence all the z , 0 F i F t, belong to H : B . Sincei j j
Ž .bg s 0 by Lemma 8, not all the z , z belong to g . Hence there is an liy1 i
with
Ž .B , C² :z , z g b r j, B , d r j, B , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ly1 l
or there is an m with
Ž .B , C² :z , z g d r j, U , b r j, U . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .my 1 m
² Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..:ŽB, C . ² Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..:ŽB, C .Since b r j, B , d r j, B and d r j, U , b r j, U are col-
Ž . Ž .umn 2-changing, g is column 1-preserving and col x s col y , both l and
Ž . Ž .m exist. By the minimality of t, 6 , resp., 7 can hold only for one l, resp.,
m, so l and m are uniquely determined. Since b is column preserving but
w Ž Ž ..x w Ž Ž ..xno element of d r j, B g s d r j, U g belongs to a b s column, it
 4  Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..4 Ž .is easy to derive that x, y s b r j, B , b r j, U . Thus x, y g
² Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..:ŽB, C . Ž .b r 0, B , b r 0, U , proving 5 .
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Now, using the fact that g is column 1-preserving, we conclude easily
that
Ž . Ž .B , C B , C² : ² :d r 0, B , d r 0, U s g ? d r 0, B , b r 0, BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž
Ž .B , C² :q b r 0, B , b r 0, UŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .B , C² :q b r 0, U , d r 0, U . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . /
Finally, for any two distinct elements x and y in B there is a circle0
x s z , z , . . . , z s y, z , . . . , z , z s x of elements in B such0 1 i iq1 iqjy1 iqj 0
< 4 < ² :ŽB, C .that z , z , . . . , z s i q j, and all the z , z already belong0 1 iqjy1 ly1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .to Q by 4 , 5 , and 8 . Hence
iqji
ŽB , C . ŽB , C . ŽB , C .² : ² : ² :p , q s z , z ? z , z g Q,Ý Ýly1 l ly1 lž / ž /
ls1 lsiq1
proving Claim 13.
DEFINITION 14. Let m be an ordinal number. For n - m let A sn
Ž .A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d be a box. Suppose that A ‹ A for l - nn n n n n n n n n F lln
Ž- m such that F s F (F for all k - l - n - m. This condition willkn ln k l
.be referred to as ``the ways of extensions are compatible.'' Then we say
Ž . Ž .that the A n - m together with the F , l - n - m form a directedn ln
system of boxes. Associated with this directed system we define
A s A , a s a , b s b ,D D Dn n n
n-m n-m n-m
g s g , and d s d .D Dn n
n-m n-m
We let u s u and ¤ s ¤ ; note that u s u and ¤ s ¤ for all n - m. Let0 0 n n
us choose a subset E : D E such thatn - m n
E : E . 9Ž .D F l
n-m l
nFl-m
Ž . Ž .Then A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d is called a limit of the A n - m .n
Note that A, a , b , g , and d are unions of ascending chains. If m is a
Žsuccessor ordinal, say m s D q 1, then the limit is A with less switches,D
. Ž .perhaps . Hence the limit of boxes is interesting and will be used for limit
Ž . Žordinals m only. Unfortunately, the union of the right-hand side of 9 and
.therefore E can be empty. This phenomenon is responsible for a lot of
work put in the rest of the paper.
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CLAIM 15. The limit A defined abo¤e is a box. There are canonical Fnm
such that A ‹ A for all n - m. Moreo¤er, denoting A by A , the AF n m nnm
Ž . Ž .n - m q 1 with the F n - l - m q 1 form a directed system of boxes.nl
Proof. It is evident that A is a semibox. We can assume that m is a
limit ordinal, for otherwise the statement is trivial. Let us fix a n - m. For
Ž  4.n F l - m, let F s G , w : i g I where the classes of G are de-nl nl i nl nl
Ž .noted by A , i g I . By the compatibility of the F we may assumen , i nl kD
that I : I for l F k , and w and A are the same for i g I as theynl nk i n , i nl
Žare for i g I . This is clear from definition if we choose I s G , i.e.,nk Dl Dl
.the set of classes, for all D - l - m. Let I s I s D I . Thennm n F l- m nl
 4 Ž .A : i g I is a partition G on A, and the collection of these F sn , i nm nm
Ž  4. Ž .G , w : i g I is compatible with all F in the original directednm i kD
system.
So all we have to show is that F establishes an extension. Sincenm
Ž Ž ..a s D a where a s w a , we obtain a s D a sl ig I n , i n , i i n n F l- m lnl
<D a . For n F l - m, A A gives thatig I n , i l n
² : ² X X :d s d q b s , d s q b s , d s . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D Ý Ýl n , i i i i i
igI Ž . Ž .s , i gF s , i gGnl l l
It is easy to observe that
F s s, i g E = I : b s , d s g d , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l nl i i l
11Ž .
G s s, i g E = I : bX s , dX s g d . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l nl i i l
Since d : d for n F k - m, we infer F : F and G : G . Let F sl k l k l k
Ž .D F and G s D G . Forming the union of 10 for alln F l- m l n F l- m l
permitted l we obtain the : part of
² : ² X X :d s d q b s , d s q b s , d s , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D Ý Ýn , i i i i i
igI Ž . Ž .s , i gF s , i gG
while the = part is clear from the fact that each of the d and the uppern , i
and lower atoms occurring in the sum on the right-hand side is smaller
<than some d : d . For n F l - m, A A gives thatl l n
b s b q b s , b s . 13² :Ž . Ž . Ž .D Ýl n , i i j
igI Ž .s , i , j gHnl l
Ž Ž .Notice that here and in what follows, b , resp., b could be replaced by
Ž . .g , resp., d . We may assume that
H s s, i , j g E = I = I : i / j, b s , b s g b . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .l nl nl i j l
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Since b : b for n F l F k - m, we infer H : H . Let H s D H ;l k l k n F l- m l
then
b s b q b s , b s² :Ž . Ž .D Ýn , i i j
igI Ž .s , i , j gHnl
Ž .follows similarly to 12 . Since the necessary disjointness conditions on F,
G, and H are implied by these conditions on F , G , and H , we havel l l
shown that F establishes an extension. Finally, being an extension ofnm
boxes, the semibox A is a box.
Ž .CLAIM 16. With the notations of Definition 14, if all the A n - m aren
good boxes, then their limit, A, is a good box as well.
Ž .Proof. Let B s B, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d be an extension of A s A bym
C. We know from Claim 15 that A ‹ A for n - m. Claim 6 yields that BF nnm
is an extension of A by C(F . Now all the necessary ways of extensionsn nm
² :Ž A, B . ² :Ž An , B .are fixed and compatible, so the notations p, q and p, q
make sense later in the proof.
Ž  4.  Ž i. 4Let C be of the form G, w : i g I where G s A : i g I andi
Ž0. Ž .A s A . Let Q denote the smallest complete sublattice of Equ B that
Ž i. 4 Ž .includes a , b , g , d . Denote w A by A . Suppose that p, q g A arei n n
distinct elements. Then there is a smallest l such that p, q g A . Thel
² :Ž An , B .goodness of A yields p, q g Q for all l F n - m. We assert thatn
² :Ž A , B . ² :Ž An , B .p , q s p , q g Q; 15Ž .Ł
lFn-m
only the equality has to be checked. The : part follows from the fact that
the ways of extensions are compatible. For the converse inclusion, suppose
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y belongs to the right-hand side of 15 , x / y g B. From x, y g
² :Ž Al, B .p, q we obtain that x and y are in the same copy of A . Hence, byl
Ž i. Ž .compatibility, they are in the same A . Choose a sufficiently large
 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž i. Ž . ² :Ž An , B .l F n - m such that w p , w q , x, y : A . Then x, y g p, qi i n
² Ž . Ž .:Ž An , B .  4  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .s w p , w q gives x, y s w p , w q . Consequently, x, yi i i i
Ž A, B . Ž A, B .² Ž . Ž .: ² : Ž .g w p , w q s p, q , proving 15 .i i
IV. PURSUING BOXES AT INFINITY
Ž . ŽStarting from L s A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d cf. Figs. 1 and0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. Ž .2 we intend to define a directed system A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , di i i i i i i i i
 4 Ž .of boxes, i g N s 0, 1, 2, . . . , together with ways F of extension i - j0 i j
such that, for all i g N , A is a successor of A and A ‹ A is0 iq1 i iq1 F ii, iq1
the canonical extension associated with the successor construction. Denot-
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ing by r , D , and F the parameters establishing that A is a successori i i iq1
Ž .of A cf. Definition 11, note that r g E and D , F : E , we also wanti i i i i i
that F : F : F : F : . . . . Let A be the box defined by Fig. 6; the0 1 2 3 1
meaning of F is obvious. Now suppose that i G 1 and A , A , . . . , A01 0 1 i
Ž .are already defined together with compatible F j - k F i . By thejk
construction of A from A and A ‹ A we obtain F : E .i iy1 i F iy1 iy1 iiy1, i
1< < < < ŽChoose F : E such that F : F and F s E we see later that thisi i iy1 i i i2
. Ž 4 .is possible ; let r g E _ F and let D s E _ r j F . These parametersi i i i i i i
Ž .determine a unique successor A of A and a unique canonical Fiq1 i i, iq1
with A ‹ A ; for j - i we set F s F (F . The sequenceiq1 F i j, iq1 i, iq1 j, ii, iq1
Ž < < < < < <.t s E , F , D , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , clearly obeys the following rule,i i i i
t s 8, 4, 3 , t s 32, 16, 15 ,Ž . Ž .1 2
t s 16 ? 215 , 16 ? 214 , 16 ? 214 y 1 , . . . ,Ž .3
< < < D i < < < < D i <y1 < < < D i <y1t s F ? 2 , F ? 2 , F ? 2 y 1 , . . . .Ž .iq1 i i i
< < < <It is easy to see that 2 ? F F E for i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , so the choice of Fiy1 i i
is always possible. Since F : F : F : F : ??? and F : E , for all0 1 2 3 i i
natural numbers n we obtain F E = F F s F . Hence, the choicenF l l nF l l n
Ž .E s D F is in accordance with 9 . Now let A sn g N n0
Ž .A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d be the limit of the directed system we have just
Ž .defined. The fast growing of the sequence t makes it clear thati ig N0
< < < < < <E s / . Therefore A s E , and this property will be so important in0
what follows that it deserves a separate name.
Ž .DEFINITION 17. A box A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d is called a perfect
< < < <box if it is a good box and A s E . A cardinal m is called small if
N F m and there is no inaccessible cardinal F m.0
In virtue of Claim 16, the box we have defined before Definition 17 is a
countable perfect box. Clearly, every perfect box is necessarily infinite. We
want to show that for each small cardinal m there is a perfect box of
power m. However, we need an even stronger induction hypothesis.
DEFINITION 18. Given a small cardinal m, we say that the condition
Ž .H m holds if
Ž .i for each small cardinal n F m there is a perfect box of cardinal-
ity n; and
Ž .ii for any two small cardinals n - k F m, for every perfect box
Ž . < < XA s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d with A s n, and for each E ; E with
< X <E_ E s n there is a perfect box B of power k such that B is an
EX-preserving extension of A.
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Clearly, if a cardinal m is small, then so is mq, the least cardinal that is
greater than m. The existence of a countable perfect box trivially implies
Ž .that H / holds.0
Ž . Ž q.CLAIM 19. Suppose m is a small cardinal and H m holds. Then H m
holds as well.
Ž q. Ž . qProof. It suffices to show H m ii for n F m and k s m . Let us
Ž . Žtake a perfect box A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d of power n such a box
Ž .. X < X < < <exists by H m , and a subset E ; E with E_ E s E s n. We want to
X < < qconstruct an E -preserving extension B of A such that B s m . Since
n s n q n by the cardinal arithmetics, we can choose an EY such that
X Y < Y < < Y X < Ž .E ; E ; E and E_ E s E _ E s n. In virtue of H m we obtain a
Ã Ã ÃŽ .perfect box C s C, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d of power m such that C is anÃ Ã Ã Ã
Y ÃX ÃY XE -preserving extension of A. Let E and E denote the extensions of E
Y Ã Ã ÃX ÃY ÃX Y X< < < < < < < <and E to C, respectively. Then m s E G E_ E G E _ E s E _ E
Ã ÃXw x < < w x < < < <? C : A s A ? C : A s C s m, i.e., E_ E s m. Hence we can parti-
Ã Ã Ã ÃX Ã Ã Ã 4 < < < <tion E into r , D and F such that E : F and F s D s m. TheseÃ
parameters determine a successor B of C. By Claim 12 and Definition 11,
ÃXB is an E -preserving extension of C. Therefore, by Claim 6, B is an
XE -preserving extension of A.
Ž qCLAIM 20. Suppose that k is a small limit cardinal i.e., k s m holds
. Ž . Ž .for no m and H m holds for all m - k. Then H k holds as well.
Proof. We can assume that k ) / . Since k is small, either0
Ž . m) 2 G k for some m - k, or
Ž . < <)) there is a set M of cardinals such that M - k, m - k for all
 4m g M, and sup m : m g M s k.
Ž .The treatment of ) is very similar to that of Claim 19; the only
difference is that to obtain B from C we use the successor construction
Ã Ã Ã q q< Ž . < < Ž . < < <with R D s k instead of R D s D s m .
Ž . Ž .From now on we deal with )) . Again, we have to prove only ii and
Ž .only in a particular case. I.e., let A s A, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d be a perfect
X < X < < < Ž .box of power n - k, and let E ; E with E_ E s A s n. By H n , A
and EX exist. Our task is to give an EX-preserving extension of A to a
perfect box of power k. We have to distinguish two cases.
Ž . < < Ž .Case A . M F n. Then we may assume that n g M and ;m g M
Ž .  4  4n F m , for otherwise we can replace M by n j m g M : n F m .
Since any set of cardinals is well ordered, M is of the form M s m : j -j
4 < < < <m where m is a limit ordinal, m s M F n - k, m s n, and m - m0 j h
for j - h - m. For convenience, define m s k; then m s sup m : jm m j
4- m .
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Like in the previous proof, we can choose an EY such that EX ; EY ; E
< Y < < Y X < < <and E_ E s E _ E s n s m . Since n s 2n ? m q 1 , we can choose0
 4  4 Y X < < < <a partition X : j F m j Y : j F m of E _ E such that X s Y s nj j j j
for all j F m. We define
Ž j . YE s E X j Y ,D Dh hž /
hFj h-j
and
Ž j . Y Ž j . Ž j .T s E X j Y s E _Y .D Dh hž /
hFj hFj
Then T Ž j ., EŽ j . : EY for all j F m, T Ž m . s EX, and, for all j - h F m,
EŽ j . > T Ž j . > EŽh . > T Žh . ,
and
Ž j . Ž j . Ž j . Žh . Žh . Žh .E _T s T _ E s E _T s n.
Via induction on n , for each n F m we want to define a directed system
Ž . Ž .S of perfect boxes A s A , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d j F n togethern j j j j j j j j j
Ž . < <with compatible F j - h F n such that A s m , A s A, A ‹ Ajh j j 0 j F 00j
Ž j . Ž .is a T -preserving extension, and S : S for all l F n . Let I n denotel n
this collection of conditions that we expect from S .n
Ž .Let S consist only of A s A; I 0 is evident.0 0
Ž .Now suppose that S satisfying I n is already constructed; we want ton
construct S . Since A ‹ A is T Žn .-preserving, we can extend T Žn . andnq1 n F 00n
T Žnq1. to A ; let T Žn . and T Žnq1. denote their extension, respectively. Wen n n
< < < Žnq1. < < Žn . Žnq1. < < Žn . Žnq1. < w xhave m s E G E _T G T _T s T _T ? A : An n n n n n n 0
< < w x < < < Žnq1. <s A ? A : A s A s m . I.e., E _T s m . Hence, by0 n 0 n n n n n
Ž . ŽH m , there exists a perfect box A s A , u , ¤ , E ,nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
. < Žnq1.a , b , g , d of power m such that A A is a T -pre-nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 n n
serving extension. From Claim 6 we infer that A is a T Žnq1.-preservingnq1
<extension of A . Let F denote the way of A A , and define0 n , nq1 nq1 n
F s F (F for j - n . Hence, augmenting S by A and byj , nq1 n , nq1 jn n nq1
Ž .the F j - n q 1 , we obtain a directed system S . S clearlyj , nq1 nq1 nq1
Ž .satisfies I n q 1 .
Ž .Now let n n F m be a limit ordinal, and suppose that the S satisfyingj
Ž .I j are already defined for all j - n . The union D S is clearly aj - n j
Ã Ã ÃŽ .directed system again; let B s B , u , ¤ , E , a , b , g , d be its limit.Ã Ã Ã Ãn n n n n n n n n
ÃŽ . Ž .E will be given soon. By Claim 15, B ‹ A such that the C , j - nn n f j jnjn
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Ž . < Ž j .are compatible with the F j - D - n . For j - n , A A is a T -pre-jD j 0
serving extension, and EŽn . ; T Ž j .. So EŽn . extends to A ; let EŽn . denotej j
its extension. For j - D - n we have EŽn . : EŽn ., for F s F (F . Soj D 0D jD 0j
we obtain
E = EŽn . s EŽn . .D F D F DD D j
j-n jFD-n j-n jFD-n j-n
Ã Žn .Ž .Hence, according to 9 , we can let E s D E , and B becomes ann j - n j n
Žn . < < < Žn . < < Žn . <E -preserving extension of A . Since m s E G E s E ?0 j j j
Ãw x < < w x < < < < A : A s A ? A : A s A s m , we obtain E s sup m : j -j 0 0 j 0 j j n j
4 < < Žn .n s B . Hence B is a perfect box, and it is an E -preserving extensionn n
of A .0
Now we have to distinguish two cases. First assume that n - m. Since
Žn . Žn . Žn . ÃŽn . ÃŽn .T ; E , T extends to B . Let T and E denote the extension ofn n n
Žn . Žn . Ã ÃŽn . ÃŽn . ÃŽn .< < < <T and E to B , respectively. Then E _T G E _T sn n n n n
< Žn . Žn . < w x < < < <  4E _T ? B : A s B . On the other hand, B s sup m : j - n Fn 0 n n j
Ž . Žm . Thus H m applies and yields a perfect box A s A , u , ¤ , E ,n n n n n n n
ÃŽn ..a , b , g , d of power m such that A ‹ B is a T -preserving exten-Ãn n n n n n C n n
Ã Ž .sion. Then A is an extension of A by F [ C(C j - n , and A isn j jn jn n
a T Žn .-preserving extension of A , cf Claim 6. Further, for j - D - n ,0
Ã Ã ÃF (F s C(C (F s C( C (F s C(C s F .Ž .ž /Dn jD Dn jD Dn jD jn jn
Ž .This shows I n .
< < < <  4The other case is n s m. Then B s B s sup m : j - m s k s m .m n j m
Ž . Ž .Hence we do not have to and we are not even allowed to apply H m ton
Ž .extend this B to A . We simply let A [ B , F [ C j - m , andn n m m jm jm
Ž .I m clearly holds.
Ž . Ž m . XFrom I m we obtain that A is a T s E -preserving extension ofm
< <A s A and A s m s k.0 m m
Ž . < < YCase B . n - M . Now we can choose a subset E ; E such that
X Y < Y < < Y X <E ; E ; E and E_ E s E _ E s n, and an element m g M with
< < Ž . YM F m - k. By H m , A has an E -preserving extension to a perfect box
Ã Ã Ã ÃX ÃYŽ . < <C s C, u, ¤ , E, a , b , g , d with C s m. Let E and E denote the exten-Ã Ã Ã Ã
X Y Ã Ã ÃX ÃY ÃX< < < < < <sions of E and E to C, respectively. Then m s E G E_ E G E _ E
Y X Ã ÃX< < w x < < w x < < Ž .s E _ E ? C : A s A ? C : A s m, i.e., E_ E s m. By Case A , C
ÃX < <has an E -preserving extension to a perfect box B with B s k. In virtue
Xof Claim 6, B is an E -preserving extension of A. This proves Claim 20.
Ž Ž ..Finally, from the existence of a countable perfect box i.e., H / and0
Ž .Claims 19 and 20 we derive H m for all small cardinals m via induction.
According to the remark after Definition 9, this proves Theorem 1.
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